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ABSTRACT
Rapid changes around the world imposes on all organizations today an imperative to be better, faster,
more creative, more competitive and better business and they should be constantly innovative. This
highlights the need for their development based on innovation strategic planning process, the result of
knowledge and innovation in / outside the organization, creating a favorable social environment and
economic development, which is based on innovation. Research on the degree of innovation in Bosnia
and Herzegovina to date has not yet been done. In this paper, preliminary results of research
innovation potential of the country, as well as the relationship between innovation potential and
absorptive capacity will be presented. The sample on which the conducted research and analysis
consisted of: education, scientific research, research and development institutions, as well as utility
companies and product types (small, medium, large).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The gradual slowdown of business activities around the world due to the current of economic crisis
and long-term cumulative internal problems of the national economy, the alarm highlighted the
development of potential solutions to improve the performance of organizations, so that they can
survive in the modern market conditions. One potential solution is to support the development and
growth of the innovation potential of the country with the help of strategic planning innovation
processes and priority positioning thereof. During the recession, the global economy, it is evident that
growth and productivity improvement depends on exactly the same to their ability to invest in
restructuring, qualifications and innovation, Fig. 1, [2]. Innovation has become one of the priority
strategic factors, and innovation process is an essential part of the business model and development of
every country. It is a dynamic category that includes assessment of the future prospects of innovation
activities. It may manifest itself in the form of new or significantly improved products, processes and
business systems, and innovation is the result of an innovative process or activities of any individual
or organization. Successful management of innovation connects three key functions: research and
development, production and marketing, [1,4,7]. Innovational potential is ability to develop new
solutions (product, process, service), from a concept to its first commercial application, and the
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efficiency of the innovation process requires the existence of a proper system of management and
organization of this area.

Figure 1. R&D investment and economy recovery [2].
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The process of primary data collection about the state of innovation potential in B&H was conducted
by using a questionnaire and consideration of the overall economic situation in B&H by examining the
number of studies that analyze the current state of B&H economy. The questionnaire was designed in
such a way that each of the studied qualitative terms quantified using the appropriate scale. The
research was carried out and measured the level of innovation of various organizations in B&H
through the analysis of their innovation capacity, strategies, methods and models that lead to the
creation of innovation. The sample consisted of 72 different organizations in B&H, namely: education,
research, service companies and different size of production companies. Organizations have responded
to 24 questions organized into three parts according to selected factors of innovation through a unique
on-line questionnaire. The preliminary results of research are concerned on the relationship between
innovation potential and absorption capacity in organizations in B&H.
3. INNOVATION POTENTIAL IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Innovation policy and innovation are realized in the system, and if we look at any country in
particular, it is a matter of a specific national innovation system. National innovation system is a set of
organizations, institutions and their relationships as a function of generation, diffusion and application
of scientific and technological knowledge [3,6]. National innovation capacity coverage developed
innovation infrastructure, innovation environment in industrial clusters and links between innovation
infrastructure and clusters. Recent years, in the fields of science, technology and innovation (STI),
policy development and R&D of B&H had some progress [5,8], especially after adoption of the
Strategy for development of science in B&H 2010-2015. However, disintegrated B&H policy
contributes to marginalization of research activities. Also, because of the decentralized system of
research and no formal mechanism for STI statistics, data about R&D in are not readily available.
Evaluating ideas and monitor their development is very important for the development of innovation
and the introduction of a system of rewarding employees in the organization get more motivated for
work, willing to offer new ideas and thereby participate in the construction of organizational culture
where innovation is highly appreciated. According to the study, more than half of organizations (60%)
stated that reward innovation in the largest volume increase in salaries, bigger bonuses or one-time
cash prizes. Also, the system of immaterial evaluating innovation percentage is smaller in scope
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(possible faster promotion 33% and public acclaim and / or recognition by management 42%), but no
less important. Therefore, it can be concluded that the combination the material and immaterial
evaluation system of ideas is still the best way to encourage innovation, as well as supportive
environments for new ideas and creativity of employees. On the other hand, the problem of the lack of
a formal system for evaluating ideas and innovation within the organization highlighted the 30% of the
institutions. Only 38% of institutions have internal competence development system, Fig. 2(a), and the
capacity to collect information about the competition, Fig. 2(b).
According to the results of this study, 64% of the organizations participated in the survey,
independently conducted research activities. Also, most organizations implement RDI activities in
cooperation with other organizations in the same activity (53%) and the use of long service
organizations / institutions / private companies (43%), while only 1,5% of organizations do not
conduct any type of research and innovations activities.

1
(a)

– Fully agree; 2 – Partly agree; 3 – Disagree
(b)

Figure 2. (a) ‘In the institution, there is an internal competence development system’; (b)’ The
institution has the capacity to collect information about the competition.’
42% of institutions have flexibility in capacity planning and organization of the innovation process,
Fig. 3(a), and the ability to develop and adapt products/services better than competition, Fig. 3(b).

1 – Fully agree; 2 – Partly agree; 3 – Disagree
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) ‘There is flexibility in capacity planning and organization of the innovation process
in the institution;’ (b) ‘There is the ability in the institution to develop and adapt products /
services to achieve the effect of the first on the market.’
Also, according to our research, 56% of the organizations indicated that the strategy of innovation and
implementation of RDI activities there is as an integrated part of the business strategy and that it is
thus known to all employees, and only 3% of them, this strategy exists separately the business
strategy, as worrisome indicators.
The ability to create and apply adequate control mechanisms of the innovation process in the
institution exists in only 16% institutions, Fig. 4(a), but the institution structure which can help
development innovation is recognized in 59% institutions, Fig. 4(b).
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3 – Fully agree; 2 – Partly agree; 1 – Disagree
(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) ‘There is the ability to create and apply adequate control mechanisms of the
innovation process in the institution;’ (b) ‘Institutional structure helps to develop innovation and
encourage them.’
Only 15% of the organizations stated that in their innovation strategies positioned as one of the three
main priorities, and 14% of them stated that innovation is not a priority in their business strategy.
4. CONCLUSION
Investigation of innovation potential of B&H, which is running in 2012., found that most of the
organizations that participated in the survey devoted considerable attention to innovation in their
business and have developed systems of internal evaluation of ideas and innovations. In managing of
innovation, the biggest problem is the constant change of business environment where business system
needs to be constantly adjusted. Innovation has to be managed on an integrated manner, and manage
all phases of the innovation process. There is definitely no one best way to manage innovation,
because the differences are not only is the industry in terms of markets and technology, but also their
specific characteristics which limit the ability of management innovation process in an organization. It
is possible to conclude that the success of innovation is essential proper combination of strategy,
structure, systems, staff and the environment. Preliminary results of this study indicate that all
organizations need to efficiently develop their innovation capacity through better integration of
innovation processes in their own business and carry out their strategic planning in an effective way.
All organizations need to put more effort to build a significant own innovation strategy, processes and
absorption capacities.
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